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The Key Flag Symbol (Avainlippu) is awarded by
The Association For Finnish Work to a product
manufactured or a service produced in Finland.

Since 2004 Teuvan products have been
designed, developed and manufactured under a
management system certified by Bureau Veritas

against ISO 9001:2015. Bureau Veritas
Certification certificate number FI007532.

Teuvan's history manufacturing field kitchens
began with the model M29 that was extensively
used in the Winter War and the Continuation War.
Teuvan Keitintehdas has manufactured field

kitchens ~3000 units in total.
In addition to field kitchens, Teuvan Keitintehdas
fabricates sauna stoves, water heaters and

outdoor barbeque equipment.
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Easy cooking anywhere

-Teuvan Sauna- and
Outdoor Barbeque

equipment-



Parra Chimney
Modular chimney with
certification for T600
temperature range, ideal for
sauna stoves.

Parra water heater - VS30
Energy efficient water heater
utilizes waste heat of exhaust
gases. 30 l volume provides
plenty of hot water for sauna
use.

Stone Cage for Parra Stove
Increases the number of
sauna stones for softer &
longer lasting steam - "löyly"
in Finnish. Visual upgrade.

Parra Stove
An efficient wood burning
sauna stove with clean
Scandinavic design.

Protective Sheath for
Parra stove
Allows reduced safety
distance to surroundings.

Stove Stand and Floor
protector for Parra Stove
Protects the underlying
floor from heat allowing
stove installation even on a
wooden floor.

Parra Water Boiler - PP80S
An efficient wood fired water
boiler with 80 l volume, made
of stainless steel. Perfect for
hot water needs in a sauna
or summer house. Can be
installed outside as well.
(150 l model also available)

Hot water heat exchanger
Optional add on for the
Teuvan water boilers for
heating of tap water. Water
heating power is easily enough
to have a warm shover running
continuously as long as there is
a fire in the water heater.

Parra Sauna
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Teuvan Paella Pan
A robust kitchen
appliance for
many kinds of pan
fried foods. Ideal
for street food
chefs or catering at
outdoor parties. Pan
and stand
manufactured from
stainless steel.
Diameter of the frying
area Ø760 mm. Gas
burner 15 KW.

Praasu Outdoor Fireplace
Elegant and versatile outdoor
barbeque and design fireplace
for innovative outdoor cooking
and enjoyment. Woodfired
frying and cooking surface

has different
temperature zones
which creates unique
opportuinities for
frying. Praasu works
for professionals as
well as for cooking
enthusiasts. The
special secondary air
conduction design
ensures pure
combustion of wood or
charcoal.

Teuvan LPG Barbeque
A powerful
professional grill for
catering large
numbers of
people. Ideal
for grilling e.g.
sausages.
Large frying
area (500 x
1050 mm). Two
longitudinal
burners.
Manufactured from
stainless steel.


